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Inner Chakra Anatomy 

Chakra Containment Sheath Membranes  

Containment sheath membranes wrap around each chakra and the outside of the 

corridors, giving it a continuous boundary, and they also surround three areas called 

nodes in the chambers of intentionality and receptivity. These membranes are thin, 

fuzzy, golden-orange and white, and they have three layers, an interior and an exterior 

layer, that bracket a thicker primary membrane.  

 

Slightly thicker three-layered membranes separate each of the triple-current streams as 

they move from the soul pathway into the core and travel the entire posterior chakra 

stream to the dispersal valve.  

 

Intentionality  

The incoming soul pathway is directed through the anterior of the chakra where the 

intentionality is seated. Intentionality is the antechamber of the chakra. All soul 

pathways must have their intention set for each specific chakra before passing through 

and being charged by the core.  

 

This is done for each of the incoming currents in intentionality, which is located right in 

front of the core. When the soul pathway enters intentionality it changes identity and 

becomes the energy of the chakra. It is no longer indistinct and generic but is now 

claimed for the message of a particular chakra. Now they must surge forward with yang 

intensity toward the core.  
 

Connecting Corridors  

A connecting corridor goes around either side of the core outside of the core sheath. 

After the triple currents have passed through intentionality, wisdom and function 
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corridors transport a portion of those currents only from intentionality to the receptivity 

without passing through the core.  

 

The left corridor is filled with wisdom current and the right with function. The purpose of 

the corridors is to cool and blend the energies of receptivity before they are released 

into the chakra stream and the soul layer.  

 

Osmotic Barriers of the Corridors  

A three-layered osmotic barrier membrane conducts the uninformed wisdom and 

function energies to the right and left of the chakra into the connecting corridors. 

Filtering occurs at the entrance and exit of the corridors through this hatch-like 

membrane. The central current: purpose has no osmotic barrier filtering or cooling. The 

filters are bumpy and plump and are made of three layers: interior, exterior and primary.  

 

Chakra Connectors  

Chakra connectors are smooth cartilage-like bands that bind major chakras to the bio 

layer and anchor them in place at the intersection of soul pathways and core. Each 

chakra has a right and left connector off of each corridor. Chakra connectors are 

bridges from the subtle to the material, making possible the reflective chakra delivery 

system of the Human Electromagnetic Field. (See Reflective Chakras) They appear as 

thin cartilage-like strips emerging out of either side of each chakra attaching into specific 

parts of the physical body.  

 

Your connectors can break away on either side. It is important they stay anchored as a 

safeguard because the energy of your incoming triple-current stream is strong enough 

to move your chakra off center. The constant assault of the incoming soul pathway is 

enough to damage chakra function if the chakra is disconnected. 
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Informing Process  

As the incoming triple-currents from the soul pathways pass into the core, entering the 

powerful movement of its downward spiraling triple-current stream, they become 

informed by this Source power. This is the ultimate education. The experience of 

passing through the core is disorienting to the function, purpose and wisdom currents as 

they have had all identity stripped from them. Leaving each of these energies to spin 

into their segment of the receptivity node where they are soothed and calmed, blending 

into readiness to become the chakra stream. 

 

Receptivity  

After the currents have passed through the core and experienced the contraction and 

the expansion that empowers them, they are received into receptivity. Similar to 

intentionality, it is located directly to the rear of the core. The chakra’s energy is now 

charged by the core and ready to be received by the HES. Receptivity makes the 

message of the chakra more available, it is softened and blended in this posterior 

chamber before departing into the chakra stream.  

 

Receptivity is the receiving gentle blending place at the rear of the chakra where the 

charged and focused intention is accepted and becomes usable for directed action. The 

triple-current stream has now experienced intentionality and been informed by the core 

so now, it consists of pure purpose, function and wisdom currents. The corridors also 

empty into receptivity the split wisdom and function currents that have experienced only 

intention. It is important to have some of this raw material to give the receptive posterior 

chamber a complete picture of the stream and at the same time to dilute the informed 

intentionality somewhat so as not to overwhelm the Human Energy Structure. This way, 

the whole system runs smoothly and in a blended and balanced fashion.  

Without receptivity in the posterior chamber, the highly charged and focused 

intentionality would be too aggressive for the delicate nature of the Human Energy 
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Structure to accept and utilize. The actual blending of the Blended Energies System 

takes place in all 13 receptivity chambers.  

 

Chakra Stream  

As the charged, informed and identified energy leaves the chakra it wants to go back 

into the soul layer and it is carried there by the chakra stream. Three empowered 

currents now charged with the specific function, purpose and wisdom of each of the 13 

chakras go back into the big fuel tank where they merge with other individuated currents 

after the dispersal valve releases into the soul layer. The chakra is able in this way to 

feed the Human Energy Structure with the power generated by its education at the core. 

The chakra stream breaks back into three individuated currents at the dispersal valve 

and each current delivers its special message to the one body as it makes revolutions 

around it.  

 

When the triple-current stream leaves receptivity it is fully identified with the specific 

chakra and is now one of the 13 major chakra streams. At this point the name changes 

to, for example, throat chakra stream. All chakra streams split apart into single currents 

at their dispersal valves, disassembling in order to return to the soul layer. From here 

they carry the message of the chakra to the Human Energy Structure.  

 

Soul Pathway & Chakra Stream Differences    

Swirling individuated currents organize out of the chaos of the soul layer at the 

alignment valve in the inner edge of the soul layer and swoops in perfect order toward 

the core where all of the 13 major chakras are located. At this point the incoming triple-

current soul pathway is completely generic. It is not until the currents enter intentionality 

at the front of the core that the generic currents are first given their identities.  
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Still, the incoming currents must pass through the core and become informed by the 

contraction (inspiration) and expansion (expiration) pulse before being officially expelled 

as a chakra stream from the receptivity, carrying the information of the specific chakra 

and being released out toward the soul layer. At the dispersal valve, the identity of the 

chakra is again separated into single currents and downloads the data it carries into the 

busy soul layer.  

 

Soul Layer   

The container, the soul layer, its placement in the Human Energy Structure and the way 

it is understood anatomically is part of the Layers System. However, the potent swirling 

content of the soul layer is a component of the Blended Energies System that powers 

the Human Energy Structure making it part of two interdependent systems. 

 

Moving continuously, the three streams that have broken off from the core make up the 

multicolored soul layer; as they cross blending to concoct every color in the rainbow.  

The inner edge and the outer edge of the of the soul layer both have critical jobs. The 

inner edge is part of the Blended Energies System; the Template and the Bones of Light 

share the outer edge.  
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